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Which C.0 contraction is quasi-similar to its Jordan model? 
PEI YUAN WU* 

Dedicated to Professor Beta Szokefalvi-Nagy on his 71st birthday 

For certain C.„ contractions on a Hilbert space, a Jordan model has been 
obtained by B. SZ.-NAGY [3] (cf. also [5]). It was shown that a C.0 contraction T 
with the defect index c/T=rank (/— T*T)1/2 finite is completely injection-similar 
to a unique Jordan operator of the form J=S(<pi)@... ®S((pk)®Si, where <p/s are 
non-constant inner functions satisfying (p^cpj^, S((pj) denotes the compression 
of the unilateral shift S((pJ)f=Pj(ei'f) for f£H2Q(pjH2, Pj being the (orthogonal) 
projection onto H2Q(pjH2, /= 1, ..., k, and St denotes the unilateral shift on 
H2. Moreover, if n=dT and m=dr*=Tank(I-TT*)1/2, then k^n and l=m — n. 
It is known that in general T is not quasi-similar to J even when (For an 
example, see [5], pp. 321—322.) In this paper, we find necessary and sufficient con-
ditions under which they are quasi-similar at least in the case when both defect 
indices of Tare finite. The main result (Theorem 2 below) is a generalization of the 
corresponding result for C10 contractions (cf. [13], Lemma 1). We also obtain other 
auxiliary results concerning the invariant subspaces and approximate decomposi-
tions of C.0 contractions. Our treatments of contractions will be based on the dila-
tion theory developed by B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foia?. The main reference is their 
book [4].-

Recall that for operators 7\ and T2 on Hy and H2, respectively, TX-<T2 (resp. 
T A T 2 ) denotes that there exists an operator X: Hx—H2 which is injective (resp. 
has dense range) such that T2X=XTx. If X is both injective and with dense range 
(called quasi-affinity), then we denote this by Tx -< T2. T1 is quasi-similar to T2 

{T^T?) if TX-<T2 and T2< 7\. T^T2 denotes that there exists a family of 
injections {Xa} such that T2Xtl=XJ'1 for each a and \/_XaH1 = H2. Tx is completely 

a 

injection-similar to T2 ( 7 \ ~ r 2 ) if T^T2 and T2<TX. ' 
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We start by proving the following preliminary lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let T and S be C.0 contractions with finite defect indices on 

H and K, respectively. Let T= [ q1 * J on H=HX®H2 and *J on K= 

=KX®K2 bethetriangulationsoftype * j. If T~S, then TX~SX and T2~S2. 

Proof . Let X: H-~K be a quasi-affinity which intertwines T and S. 
Since Hx = {x£H: Tnx^0 as and Kx = {y£K: S"y-~0 as it is 

easily seen that XHx*^Kx. Hence X can be triangulated as X= J^1 ^ j . Note that 

Xx is an injection which intertwines Tx and Sx. Thus 7\ -< . On the other hand, 
X2 has dense range and intertwines T2 and S2 whence T2<S2. Similarly, from 
S<Twe infer that S ^ T i and S2<T2. Hence TX~SX and T2~S2 as asserted 
(cf. [6], Theorem 1 (a) and [11], Theorem 2.11). 

Now we are ready to prove our main result. 

Theorem 2. Let T be a C.0 contraction with finite defect indices on H and 

let r ^ Q 1 * j on H=H1®H2 be the triangulation of type * J. Then the 

following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is quasi-similar to its Jordan model; 
(2) T2 is quasi-similar to a unilateral shift; 
(3) there exists a bounded analytic function Q such that Q0^e=SI for some 

outer function 5, where is the * -outer factor of the characteristic function 
QT of T. 

Moreover, under these conditions we have T~Tx®Sm_„ (m=dT*, n—dT) 
and Tx©T2 and there exist quasi-affinities X: H—H1®Hll_n and Y: Hx® 

intertwining T and Tx©Sm_n and quasi-affinities Z: H^-HX®H2 

and W:HX®H2-+H intertwining T and TX®T2 such that XY=5(Tx®Sm-n), 
YX=5(T), ZW=6{TX®T2) and WZ=5(T). 

Proof . (1)=>(2). Let J=JX®J2 be the Jordan model of T, where Jl=S(q>1)® 

©... ®S((pk) and J2=Sm_n. Certainly, / ] ' s the triangulation of type 

* J. By Lemma 1, implies TX~JX and T2~J2=Sm-„. 

(2)=>(3). Let 0 r = 0 + e 0 + i be the *-canonical factorization of 0T. Then 
the characteristic function of T2 coincides with the purely contractive part 6>°e 

of 0 + e . By [13], Lemma 1, there exists a bounded analytic function £2° and an outer 
function 5° such that £2o0°e=<5°/. Condition (3):follows immediately. 
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(3)=>(1). Note that Q must be an outer function since QH2 ^Q0^eH2 = 
= 5H* = H\ implies that QH2=H2„. Consider the operator Q+ from H2

m to B\ 
defined by Q+f=Qf for f£H2

m. Let X=ker Q+. Then K is an invariant subspace 
for Sm, the unilateral shift on H2

m. It follows that K~ <PH2 for some inner function 
<P, where O s / ^ m . We consider the functional model of T, that is, consider T as 
the operator defined on H=H2

mQ0TH2
n by Tf*=P(e"f) for /6/7, where P de-

notes the (orthogonal) projection onto H. Similarly, consider Tx as defined on Hx= 
=H2

nG&*iH2
n by T1g=P1(eug) for where Px denotes the (orthogonal) 

projection onto H±. (Here Ti is unitarily equivalent to the C0. part of T.) Now define 
X - . H - H ^ H 2 by 

Xf = P1 (Qf)©0*(5f-0,eQf) for feH. 
Note that 

Q(5f-0*eQf) = 5Qf-Q0JfeQf= 5Qf-5Qf= 0. 

Hence df-G^Qf is in ker Q+=K= <PH2. Thus (8f-© ^Qf) is indeed in 
iff. Next define Y\H1@Ht

l-H by 

Y(g®h) = P(G*eg+$h) for gQheH^H,2. 

It is easily verified that X and Y intertwine T and 7\ © S",. Moreover, for g©/i€ 
£HX®H2 we have 

XY(g®h) = XPiG^g + Qh) = X(0*eg+<Ph-0Tu) = 

= P1(ae„g+Q$h-aGTu)®$*(5G*eg+5$h-8eTu-G*.QG*.g-G„Q$h + 
+ 0*eQ0Tu) = P1(8g-80*iu)®<P*(8<Ph) = P1(8g)®8h = ¿(T^SdigSh), 

where Gn the other hand, for / € / / we have 

YXf= Y[P1(Qf)®^(Sf-0^f)] = Y [{Qf— GHv)®<!>* (5f-G,e Qf)} = 

= PlQ^Qf-Q^G^v + ̂ i d f - G ^ Q f ) ] = P(0JfeQf-0Tv+6f-0JfeQ^ = 

= P(8f) = 8{T)f 

where v^H2 and we made use of the fact that <P<t>*w=w for w£<PH2 to simplify 
the expression. That <5 is outer implies that both ¿(TiffiS1,) and 8(T) are quasi-
affinities. We conclude that so are X and Y. Thus T~T ,

1©5' i. As before, let / = 
i ®J2 be the Jordan model of T. Then Jx is the Jordan model of 7\ (cf. [11], 

Lemma 2.7). From Tx , we infer that © Sx. If follows from the uniqueness 
of the Jordan model of T that l=m—n (cf. [5], Theorem 3) and therefore 
~Ji® Sm-„= A ffi/2=/. 

From the proof above and the proof of (2)=>(1) in [13], Lemma 1, we may 
deduce that Tx © T2 and there are intertwining quasi-affinities Z ' and W' such 
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that Z ' r = ä ! ( r , ® r j ) and W'Z'=82(T). In the following, we show that actually 
quasi-affinities Z and W can be found for which ZIV=Ö(T1®T2) and WZ~8{T). 

As before, consider the functional model-of T. Then H=H2
mQ0TH2, Ht= 

= 0+eH*„Q0rHi
tt and H^HlQO^Hl. Assume that T has the triangulation 

^ [ ^ r ] o n t h e d e c o m P o s i t i o n H=H1®H2. Define S-.H^H, by 

Sf=P{0*eQf) for f£Ht, 
where P denotes the (orthogonal) projection onto H. We first check that TXS—ST2= 
= 8(TX)R. For /¡E//2, assume that T2f=e"f-0Tu-0l¥ev and Rf=0jfev for 
some u, v£ H2

n. Then 

(7\S - ST2)f = T, P(0„ Of) - S(e"/- eTu- 0*e v) = 

= P{eu0^Qf)-P(0^eQeuf-0^Q0Tu-0^Q0^v) = 

= P(80Tu-80„v) = P(>50*ev). 
On the other hand, 

8(T1)Rf = S(TJ (0,ev) = P(S0*ev). 

Hence T1S-ST2=8{T1)R as asserted. Now define Z\H-~H1®H2 and W:H 
®H2-~H by 

(8(7,) S) f l V-S 
H o . J H o w ) , 

where V is the operator appearing in <5(2")= ¿ ^ J o n H=H1®H2. The 

proof that Z and W intertwine T and T,®^ and that ZW=8(T1® T2) and 
WZ=8(T) follows exactly the same as the one for Theorem 2.1 in [12]. We leave 
the verifications to the readers. This completes the proof. 

We remark that the proof of (3)=>(1) in the preceding theorem is valid even 
when dT*= Recall that for an arbitrary operator T, Alg T, {T}" and {T}' denote 
the weakly closed algebra generated by T and /, the double commutant and the 
commutant of T, Lat T, Lat" T and Hyperlat T denote the lattices of invariant 
subspaces, bi-invariant subspaces and hyperinvariant subspaces of T, respectively. 

Coro l l a ry 3. Let T be a C.0 contraction with finite defect indices and let 

T= [ J * j be the triangulation of type ^ J . If Tis quasi-similar to its Jordan 

model, then Lat Tsz Lat(7; © T2) and Lat" T^ Lat" (7\ © T2). 

Proof . Since a C.0 contraction T with dT<°° satisfies Alg T= {T}" (cf. 
[10], Theorem 3.2 and [9], Theorem 1), we have Lat T=Lat" T and Lat (TX®T2)= 
=Lat"(7T

1©r2). Hence we only need to prove Lat TssLat (T^©^). It is easily 
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verified that the lattice isomorphisms can be implemented by the mappings K—ZK 
and L-WL for A£Lat T and I£Lat ( T j © ^ ) , where Z and W are the quasi-
affinities given in Theorem 2. 

For the hyperinvariant subspace lattice, more is true. If T is a C.0 contraction 

with c?r<oo and *J is of type j^0 ' * j , then T and Ti©T2 have the 

same Jordan model (cf. [11], Lemma 2.7) whence Hyperlat T^ Hyperlat © T2) 
(cf. [8], Theorem 2). This is true even without the quasi-similarity of T to its Jordan 
model. 

If T is as above and Lat T, then, unlike the case for the more restrictive 
class of C10 contractions (cf. [13], Corollary 4 (2)), the quasi-similarity of T to its 
Jordan model does not imply that T\K is quasi-similar to its Jordan model. The 
next example suffices to illustrate this. 

Example 4. Let T be the C.0 contraction S(uv)(BS, where u is the Blaschke 
product with zeros 1 — l/«2, n=\, 2, ..., v is the singular inner function v(X)= 
=exp((l+l)/(A—1)) for |A|<1, and S is the simple unilateral shift. Then the 

characteristic function of J i s 6 > r = ^ j . Let K(i Lat T correspond to the regular 

factorization 0 T = 0 2 6 1 , where 

02 = -L(V u ) and 6>1 = ^ 
il \v -u) M" 

n 1 v 
Note that T is itself a Jordan operator, but T\K is not quasi-similar to its Jordan 
model (cf. [5], pp. 321—322). 

Since it is known that if T is a C10 contraction with finite defect indices which 
is quasi-similar to its Jordan model or T is a C„ contraction, then Lat T= Lat" T= 
= {ran S: {r}'} (cf. [13], Corollary 8 and [1], Corollary 2.11), we may be tempted 
to generalize this to C.0 contractions. As it turns out, this is in general not true. 
The counterexample is provided by the operator T and its invariant subspace K in 

then, by the main theorem of 
(Pn <Pi2l a n d s u c h that 
<P2i P22J 1 1 . 

Example 4. Indeed, if K= ran S for some S£ {T 

[7], there exist bounded analytic functions <P-

<P0T=01*F and Hl = (0Hl + 01H2)~. From the first equation we have (pnv = 
= (1 ¡tf2)ij/ and <p2iM=(l//2)i/f. Thus v\\j/ and Since uAv=l, these imply 
that uv\ij/. Say, \p = uvw for some w£H°°. We obtain <Pu = ( l /^2) uw and <p2l= 

= (l/\f2)vw. For Y ^ H l and h£H\ 

<p(f\ + 0u = Ulrf2)uWf+<p12g)+±i»h] = f" <Pi2) Ui/Y2)(wf+h)] 
{g) {(l/Y2)vwf+<p22g) ]/2 (vh) U I g J 
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Since these vectors are dense in 77|, we conclude that I u , together with its <p22j 
determinant u<p22—vq>12, is outer (cf. [4], Corollary V.6.3). The latter contradicts 
the main result proved in [2]. 

However, in such a situation, we still have something to say. 

Theorem 5. Let T be a C.0 contraction with c/ r< °° on H. Then Lat T= 
=Lat" T={SxHVSlH: Sx, S2£ {T}'}. 

Proof . Let K£LatT and let J=S(cp1)®... ®S((pn)® Sp on Hx and / ' = 
= S()I/1)® ...®S(\l/m)®Sq on Kx be the Jordan models of T and T\K, respectively. 
Since J'-kT\K<T<J, we infer that m^n , q ^ p and ^¡\(pj for /=1 , ..., m 
(cf. [5], Theorem 4). Say, (pj=\j/jtjj for eachj. Note that S(<Pj)|ran (£(<?;)) ^S(\l/j) 
(cf. [5], pp. 315—316). For each j, let Z ; be the operator which implements this uni-
tary equivalence and let Z: Hx-+Ki be the operator 

Zit]iS(q>1))®...®Zmrtm(S(q>m))®0®...®0®P, 

where P denotes the (orthogonal) projection from 772 onto H\. Then Z intertwines 
J and J' and has dense range. Let X:H—Hx be the quasi-affinity which intertwines 
T and J and let Yx, Y2:K1-~K be the injections which intertwine J' and T\K and 
are such that K=Y1KiyY2K1. Let Sx = YxZX and S2=Y2ZX. Then Sx and S2 

are in {T}' and 

K = Y1K1\/Y2K1 = YXZHX\/Y2ZH= YxZXHMY2ZXH = SlH\/S2H. 

This completes the proof. 

It is interesting to know whether the converse of Lemma 1 is true. It may turn 
out that a stronger assertion is true. 

Open p rob lem: If T is a C.0 contraction with dT<°° and ^ J Q 1 r ] 

is the triangulation of type £ j, is T~TX®T2"1 

In this respect, we have the following partial result. 

Theorem 6. If T is a C.0 contraction with and T= ĵ 1 *j on 

H=H1®H2 is the triangulation of type £ j, then T1®T2^T<T1®T2. 

Proof . Let J—/j e / 2 be the Jordan model of T, where JX=S (<px) ©... © 5 (cpk) 
and J2=Sm-n (m=dT*, n=dT). Then J<T^J. Since Jx and J2 are the Jordan 
models of Tx and T2, respectively (cf. [11], Lemma 2.7), we have TX~JX and 
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J2<T2<J2. It follows that T ^ T ^ J ^ J ^ T and T<J1®J2~T1®J2. Let X 
be a quasi-affinity which intertwines T and Tx ®J2. Then it is easily verified that 
on the decompositions H=HX®H2 and H1®H2

m_n, X can be triangulated as 

Consider the operator X'=^ on H=H1®Hi. It is easily seen 

that X' intertwines T and 7\ © T^. Moreover, since Ti is a C0(N) contraction 
and Xx is an injection in {7\}', Xx must be a quasi-affinity (cf. [6], Theorem 2). 
It follows that X' is a quasi-affinity. This shows that T-< 7\ © r 2 , completing the 
proof. 

We would like to thank the referee for keeping us from making a foolish mistake. 
The arguments before Theorem 5 are due to him. 
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